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Abstract 22 

Sleep disorders are among the most debilitating comorbidities of Parkinson's disease 23 

(PD) and affect the majority of patients. Of these, the most common is insomnia, the 24 

difficulty to initiate and maintain sleep. The degree of insomnia correlates with PD 25 

severity and it responds to treatments that decrease pathological basal ganglia (BG) 26 

beta oscillations (10-17 Hz in primates), suggesting that beta activity in the BG may 27 

contribute to insomnia. We used multiple electrodes to record BG spiking and field 28 

potentials during normal sleep and in MPTP-induced Parkinsonism in non-human 29 

primates. MPTP intoxication resulted in severe insomnia with delayed sleep onset, 30 

sleep fragmentation and increased wakefulness. Insomnia was accompanied by the 31 

onset of non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep beta oscillations that were 32 

synchronized across the BG and cerebral cortex. The BG beta oscillatory activity was 33 

associated with a decrease in slow oscillations (0.1-2 Hz) throughout the cortex, and 34 

spontaneous awakenings were preceded by an increase in BG beta activity and cortico-35 

BG beta coherence. Finally, the increase in beta oscillations in the basal ganglia during 36 

sleep paralleled decreased NREM sleep, increased wakefulness and more frequent 37 

awakenings. These results identify NREM sleep beta oscillation in the BG as a neural 38 

correlate of PD insomnia and suggest a mechanism by which this disorder could 39 

emerge. 40 

Keywords: Sleep, Parkinson's disease, Insomnia, Beta oscillations 41 

 42 

Significance statement 43 

Basal ganglia (BG) beta oscillations are a hallmark of Parkinson's disease (PD), and 44 

are specifically reported to correlate with akinesia and rigidity during wakefulness. 45 

Studying spontaneous sleep in the non-human primate MPTP model of PD, we report 46 
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that beta oscillations persist into NREM sleep. In the setting of the sleeping brain, BG 47 

beta oscillations correlate with a reduction of slow oscillations across the cortex and 48 

BG, and scale with insomnia severity. We suggest that similarly to the way 49 

synchronous cortico-BG beta oscillations are postulated to advance the PD akinetic 50 

motor symptoms during wakefulness, they may contribute to slow oscillation de-51 

stabilization and insomnia during sleep, thereby underlying two seemingly diverging 52 

symptoms of PD.  53 
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Introduction 54 

Parkinson's disease (PD) patients suffer from a myriad of non-motor symptoms 55 

including severe sleep disorders (1–4). Insomnia, the difficulty to initiate and maintain 56 

sleep (1, 5), affects as many as 60% of all PD patients (5, 6). Among its many long-57 

term consequences, insomnia increases the risk of cognitive decline (7) and mental 58 

illness (8, 9), and is a significant predictor of poor quality of life (10). Several 59 

mechanisms have been proposed to account for insomnia in PD, including the 60 

degeneration of brainstem or hypothalamic nuclei governing sleep (11, 12), the 61 

persistence of motor symptoms during sleep (5), the medical therapy (3, 4) and even 62 

some comorbid situations, such as depression, restless leg syndrome, and autonomic 63 

symptoms (e.g., urinary and gastrointestinal dysfunction) (3, 13, 14). Nonetheless, 64 

data relating insomnia in PD (or in the MPTP-intoxicated primate, its leading animal 65 

model) to specific alterations in neuronal activity are not available to date. 66 

Beta oscillations were recorded in the normal brain (15, 16), but they are especially 67 

prominent in the basal ganglia (BG) in idiopathic PD (17) and its animal models (18), 68 

where they were postulated to represent aberrant information processing in the BG 69 

main axis (19). The beta frequency band varies across species. In MPTP-intoxicated 70 

primates it overlaps the low beta band seen in PD patients and spans the 10-17 Hz 71 

range (20). Beta oscillations are commonly found during wakefulness and are 72 

correlated with awake PD motor symptoms (21), but were also recently observed in 73 

BG field potentials during sleep in patients (22–24). However, these findings were 74 

heterogeneous across individuals, did not extend to BG spiking activity, were limited 75 

to the subthalamic nucleus, and notably were not correlated with the severity and the 76 

temporal structure of the PD sleep symptoms. 77 
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The degree of insomnia correlates with PD severity (25) and the sleep symptoms 78 

respond to treatments for PD that decrease BG beta activity and ameliorate waking 79 

motor symptoms such as dopamine replacement therapy (26) and deep brain 80 

stimulation (DBS) (27, 28). This suggests that BG pathophysiological processes may 81 

not only play a mediating role in Parkinson's motor symptoms during wakefulness, but 82 

also contribute to PD insomnia.  83 

Here, we used the non-human primate MPTP (1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-84 

tetrahydropyridine) model of PD (29), which has been shown to replicate the major 85 

biochemical, pathological and clinical signs of PD. We conducted whole-night multi-86 

site field potential (FP) and spiking activity recordings from BG structures along with 87 

full polysomnography in healthy and Parkinsonian animals, to elucidate the neural 88 

underpinnings of PD insomnia. 89 

 90 

Results 91 

Experimental Parkinsonism is associated with severe insomnia 92 

Following a normal sleep recording period two Vervet monkeys were treated with 93 

systemic injections of the neurotoxin MPTP, which rendered them severely 94 

Parkinsonian. The neuronal recordings targeted the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the 95 

globus pallidus, external (GPe) and internal (GPi) segments, representing three 96 

computational hubs of the BG in which alterations in neuronal activity have been 97 

detected in PD during wakefulness (30). The recordings followed the normal 98 

light/dark and sleep schedules of the monkeys, lasted throughout the night, and were 99 

assisted by full polysomnography (electroencephalogram [EEG], electrooculogram 100 

[EOG] and electromyogram [EMG]) and video recordings. The MPTP-intoxicated 101 
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monkeys were treated with L-DOPA/carbidopa in the morning. Sleep recordings were 102 

carried out at least 12 hours after the last L-DOPA dose (OFF stage). 103 

After the MPTP treatment, the animals exhibited the motor symptoms characteristic of 104 

PD, including bradykinesia, tremor, rigidity and a flexed posture during the day (Fig. 105 

1A). The Parkinsonian state was accompanied by severe insomnia, as was previously 106 

shown for PD (1, 3) and its MPTP macaque model (31, 32). Representative 107 

hypnograms for the normal and MPTP states are provided in Fig. 1B-C. Parkinsonian 108 

nights were characterized by a decrease in NREM sleep (including N1/2 and deeper 109 

slow wave sleep, SWS) and an increase in wakefulness and transitional states (Fig. 1D 110 

and SI appendix, Fig. S1). MPTP intoxication resulted in an elongation of the time 111 

needed for the monkeys to fall asleep (from an average of 3.52 minutes to 15.39 112 

minutes, Fig. 1E), and in a decrease in consolidated NREM sleep (Fig. 1F. A 113 

consolidated bout of NREM sleep was defined as an uninterrupted stretch of NREM 114 

sleep lasting 40 seconds or more, see SI appendix. Consolidated SWS also showed a 115 

decrease: Normal vs. MPTP, 9.81% vs. 0.99% of all classified epochs, P = 3.92X10
-9

, 116 

Mann-Whitney U test). Sleep was not only diminished and harder to initiate, but was 117 

also fragmented: the monkeys failed to maintain long sleeping bouts, waking up every 118 

~3.5 minutes on average (vs. every ~13.5 minutes during normal sleep, Fig. 1G) and 119 

experiencing longer waking bouts during the night (Fig. 1H). To arrive at a unified 120 

measure of the degree of insomnia that incorporated the extended time to sleep onset, 121 

decreased consolidated NREM sleep, increased frequency of awakenings and 122 

protracted waking time after sleep onset, we defined the sleep quality score (ranging 123 

from 0, considerable insomnia, to 1, relatively stable sleep, see Methods). MPTP 124 

intoxication significantly reduced the sleep quality score (0.88 before vs. 0.45 after, 125 

Fig. 1I-J). Sleep quality improved over recording days, but never reached pre-MPTP 126 
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intoxication levels (Fig. 1I). As previously reported for macaque monkeys and cats 127 

(31–33), REM sleep was completely abolished for five recording nights after 128 

intoxication for monkey 1 and two nights for monkey 2, but then partially recovered. 129 

Here we concentrate on the effects of induced Parkinsonism on NREM sleep. 130 

 131 

Insomnia is accompanied by the onset of BG and cortical beta oscillations during 132 

NREM sleep 133 

We previously reported (34) that during NREM sleep in the normal monkey, BG 134 

neurons maintain a state of high amplitude slow oscillatory activity (0.1-2 Hz, Fig. 2A, 135 

Fig. 5A, dark traces). In contrast, Parkinsonian NREM sleep was characterized by 136 

aberrant beta (10-17 Hz) oscillations throughout the BG, in both the FP and multi-unit 137 

spiking levels (Fig. 2C-D, and see the example in Fig. 2B). Power spectral analysis of 138 

all FP recording sites in each BG structure revealed that beta activity was more 139 

prominent during Parkinsonian sleep than in normal sleep (Fig. 2C), and that a more 140 

substantial fraction of FP recording sites during NREM sleep in the Parkinsonian 141 

monkey showed beta activity (Fig. 2C, inset). As with the FP, beta oscillations were 142 

more prominent and prevalent in BG neuronal multi-unit spiking during NREM sleep 143 

in the MPTP vs. the healthy monkey (Fig. 2D). Accordingly, FP and spiking beta 144 

power was higher during NREM sleep in the MPTP monkey than in the normal 145 

monkey (Fig. 2E-F). 146 

The emergence of beta activity in the BG was also manifested in the increase in beta 147 

episodes (18, 35) during Parkinsonian NREM sleep. For the field potential as well as 148 

the spiking activity, MPTP intoxication increased the probability of beta episodes; i.e., 149 

the total duration of beta episodes in a sleep epoch out of the full epoch length (Fig. 150 

2G-H). This was a result of longer episode duration (Fig. 2G-H, upper inset) and 151 
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increased episode frequency (Fig. 2G-H, lower inset) during NREM sleep post-MPTP 152 

intoxication, relative to the normal monkey. These findings are consistent with results 153 

acquired from awake PD patients (35) and monkeys (18). 154 

Basal ganglia beta activity is widely reported in awake PD patients (19) and MPTP 155 

monkeys (18). In our data, BG beta power in the awake monkey was significantly 156 

higher than during NREM sleep for FP activity in the GPi and for spiking activity in 157 

the GPi and STN (Fig. 2E-F). Similarly, the probability of FP beta episodes was 158 

higher during wakefulness in the GPi (9.89% during NREM sleep vs. 15.85% during 159 

wakefulness, P = 1.16X10
-5

, Mann-Whitney U test). Thus, even if elevated during 160 

wakefulness, beta activity is prevalent in the BG over the entire vigilance cycle, and in 161 

the GPe it is as prominent during NREM sleep as it is during wakefulness.  162 

Beta oscillations were not confined to the basal ganglia but were also recorded in the 163 

cerebral cortex (See example in Fig. 3A). They were evident in the scalp EEG during 164 

Parkinsonian NREM sleep (Fig. 3B-C, light traces and boxplots) but not during 165 

normal sleep (Fig. 3B-C, dark traces and boxplots). After MPTP intoxication EEG 166 

beta power was as prominent during NREM sleep as it was during wakefulness (Fig. 167 

3B-C), indicating that cortical beta activity during Parkinsonian sleep may be as 168 

clinically significant as it is during wakefulness. Finally, EEG beta episodes during 169 

Parkinsonian sleep displayed a similar profile to those in the BG, being more probable, 170 

more frequent and lasting longer than beta episodes during normal sleep (Fig. 3D). 171 

 172 

Beta oscillations are coherent across the BG and cortex 173 

During normal wakefulness, BG spiking activity maintains a state of decorrelated 174 

firing (36). BG slow oscillations in firing rate (0.1-2 Hz) remain desynchronized even 175 

during normal SWS, one of the most synchronized brain states (34), and during 176 
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Parkinsonian NREM sleep (SI appendix, Fig. S2). We examined whether this defining 177 

feature of normal BG physiology would persist in Parkinsonian sleep beta activity, 178 

given the robust emergence of synchronous beta oscillations in awake Parkinsonian 179 

animals (18). To that end, we simultaneously recorded FP and spiking activity in the 180 

BG using 2-4 microelectrodes (located 0.5-2 mm apart). Fig. 4 provides an example of 181 

a two-electrode recording exhibiting synchronous beta activity in the GPi FP (Fig. 4A) 182 

and spiking (Fig. 4B). At the population level, beta oscillations in both FP (Fig. 4C) 183 

and spiking (Fig. 4D) were coherent between recording sites within BG nuclei. 184 

Further, the BG also displayed increased FP-spiking coherence in the beta range (Fig. 185 

4E). 186 

BG beta oscillations were not only coherent within the BG, but also between EEG 187 

contacts (Fig. 4F) and between EEG and simultaneously recorded BG FP (Fig. 4G) 188 

and spiking (Fig. 4H) beta oscillations. Finally, FP and EEG beta coherence during 189 

normal sleep were similar to the MPTP monkey. This was not true for spiking and FP-190 

spiking beta coherence, which were negligible in the normal monkey (SI appendix, 191 

Fig. S3). 192 

 193 

The increase in BG beta activity during NREM sleep is correlated with a 194 

decrease in slow oscillations  195 

The increase in beta activity during NREM sleep in the Parkinsonian monkey, in 196 

comparison with the normal monkey, coincided with a decrease in GPe and GPi firing 197 

rate slow oscillations (SOs, Fig. 5A-B). We analyzed the firing rate power spectra 198 

(which is based on the firing rate activity extracted from detected single-neuron action 199 

potentials) since SOs in firing rate have been shown to characterize normal NREM 200 

sleep (34). The firing rate power spectra should not be confused with multi-unit 201 
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spiking power spectra, that are based on the electric fields of multiple neurons around 202 

the electrode, and were shown in Fig. 2 to exhibit increased beta activity (see 203 

Methods). Note that unlike the GPe and GPi, SO showed a tendency to increase in the 204 

MPTP monkeys in the STN. A decrease in NREM sleep SOs in the Parkinsonian 205 

monkey was also evident in the scalp EEG (Fig. 3A, 5C-D).  206 

To determine whether the breakdown of slow oscillations and the onset of beta activity 207 

were related, we correlated the SO power changes in the EEG and BG firing rate with 208 

concurrent BG FP and spiking beta power. Changes in beta oscillation and slow 209 

oscillation were correlated: as field potential and spiking beta power increased, firing 210 

rate SO power decreased (Fig. 5E-F). Similarly, the correlation between BG beta 211 

power and concurrent cortical EEG SO power (ipsilateral frontal, central and occipital 212 

locations) during Parkinsonian NREM sleep was negative (Fig. 5G, I). This correlation 213 

ranged from -0.27 to -0.39 for the FP, and from -0.33 to -0.40 for the spiking activity 214 

(Fig. 5H, J). Fig. 5H and 5J display only those sites for which the correlation was 215 

significant. For the FP, these constituted the majority of cases, whereas for the spiking 216 

activity significant correlations were found in fewer than half the sites. Importantly, 217 

for both FP and spiking, all of these significant correlations were negative (except for 218 

a single FP STN site). 219 

 220 

BG beta activity rises before spontaneous awakening and is associated with 221 

diminished and fragmented sleep 222 

If slow oscillation power could be taken to reflect NREM sleep depth (37, 38), then it 223 

is possible that the implication of the correlation between increased beta oscillations 224 

and decreased slow oscillations could extend to overall changes in sleep architecture 225 

(Fig. 1). We examined whether the measures of FP and spiking beta activity reported 226 
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thus far would vary with the vigilance cycle, and specifically how these changes might 227 

relate to periods of lighter NREM sleep (e.g., falling asleep and awakening) and 228 

deeper sleep (SWS). Analysis of the dynamics of FP beta power, beta episode 229 

probability and FP-EEG beta coherence in all BG nodes during NREM sleep revealed 230 

that falling asleep (i.e. uninterrupted NREM sleep following an initial waking state) 231 

was associated with a gradual decrease in the FP beta activity across the BG (Fig. 6A-232 

B). Slow wave sleep was associated with relatively minimal FP beta power and beta 233 

episode probability, and beta oscillations became more prominent towards wake-up. 234 

Similar dynamics were exhibited by the BG FP to EEG beta coherence that decreased 235 

as sleep deepened and increased prior to awakening (Fig. 6C). Spiking beta power and 236 

probability displayed similar trends, in that they decreased as NREM sleep deepened 237 

and were greater post-awakening relative to SWS. However, these trends reached 238 

statistical significance only for some BG nodes and were weaker than for the FP.  239 

We examined whether the negative correlation between BG beta and cortico-BG SO 240 

activity during sleep (Fig. 5) was also reflected in SO power dynamics. EEG SO 241 

power increased from NREM sleep onset to culminate during SWS, and remained 242 

relatively unchanged until awakening, after which it decreased sharply (Fig. 6D).  243 

STN and GPe firing rate SO power exhibited similar behavior: SO power during deep 244 

stages of NREM sleep was significantly increased relative to SO power during 245 

wakefulness and during NREM sleep immediately after falling asleep (SI appendix, 246 

Fig. S4). 247 

Next, we examined whether NREM sleep beta oscillation power in the BG was 248 

correlated with the overall degree of insomnia. For each NREM sleep epoch, we 249 

averaged the beta power across all simultaneously recorded FP or spiking traces in all 250 

recording sites in a given BG nucleus. We parceled each night into overlapping 251 
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periods covering 25% of the total night length (see Methods), and then calculated the 252 

fraction of NREM sleep and wakefulness (out of the total duration of staged epochs), 253 

and the frequency of awakenings for each segment. Next, for each such period, the 254 

average per-structure NREM sleep beta power was calculated. Finally, all the 255 

recording periods from a single night were assigned to six groups based on the NREM 256 

sleep beta power they exhibited, relative to the total range of beta power that night (the 257 

first group had the lowest average beta, and the sixth group had the highest).  258 

Analysis of the relationship between the average FP/spiking beta power and the 259 

polysomnographic measures across nights showed that for the Parkinsonian monkey, 260 

periods with higher average NREM sleep beta power across the BG were 261 

characterized by decreased NREM sleep propensity, increased waking propensity and 262 

elevated awakening frequency (Fig. 6E for FP and Fig. 6F for spiking, solid light 263 

traces). Thus, an increase in beta oscillation in the Parkinsonian monkey was 264 

associated with a decrease in slow oscillations at the single-second level, preceded 265 

spontaneous awakenings at the level of single sleep bouts, and correlated with more 266 

profound insomnia at the level of the entire sleep cycle. 267 

Finally, muscle rigidity has been hypothesized to contribute to sleep symptoms in PD 268 

(5). To study the possible contribution of rigidity to insomnia, we used trapezius tone 269 

(quantified as the root mean square of the EMG signal) as a marker for muscle rigidity 270 

(39). We found an increase in trapezius tone in the Parkinsonian monkey (SI appendix, 271 

Fig. S5A), but failed to detect a correlation between the trapezius tone and EEG beta 272 

activity (SI appendix, Fig. S5B) or FP beta activity in the GPe, GPi or STN (SI 273 

appendix, Fig. S5C-E) during NREM sleep. There was no association between 274 

increased trapezius tone and decreased NREM sleep, increased wakefulness or 275 

increased awakening frequency (SI appendix, Fig. S5F-H).  276 
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  277 

Discussion 278 

BG beta oscillations are elevated during Parkinsonian sleep 279 

Beta oscillations have been studied in the healthy brain, where they were suggested to 280 

represent a "status quo" state of the motor system (15) or to play a role in working 281 

memory (16). However, beta oscillatory activity is particularly prominent in the BG of 282 

patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease (PD) (19), where it correlates primarily 283 

with akinesia and rigidity during wakefulness (21). Further, the extent of clinical 284 

benefit in akinesia and rigidity is correlated with the decrease in FP beta power in PD 285 

patients (40). In our MPTP model beta activity was consistently more prominent and 286 

widespread in the Parkinsonian monkey, also during NREM sleep. The Parkinsonian 287 

state was also accompanied by an increase in beta coherence within the BG and cortex, 288 

and between them. One finding that challenged this rule was relatively elevated FP 289 

and EEG beta coherence during normal sleep. This elevated coherence may be due to 290 

volume conductance of lower amplitude beta activity in the cortex and BG, which 291 

does not pertain to unit spiking. 292 

Beta oscillations during sleep were reported in three studies that used FP data obtained 293 

from the STN of human PD patients. All showed beta during NREM sleep (22–24), 294 

but neither showed any relationship between beta oscillations and the severity or 295 

temporal structure of sleep disorders. Here, we introduce beta oscillation as a neural 296 

correlate for PD insomnia and report the relationship between beta activity and NREM 297 

sleep quality in Parkinsonism. 298 

  299 

The differences between MPTP insomnia and PD insomnia 300 
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The above human studies reported modest NREM sleep beta activity in the STN, 301 

relative to wakefulness (22–24). In our results beta activity was prominent during 302 

NREM sleep, and for some cases, like the scalp EEG, it was comparable to waking 303 

beta. This difference in NREM sleep beta activity may reflect the fact that MPTP does 304 

not fully capture the natural history and clinical manifestation of idiopathic PD. Our 305 

MPTP paradigm introduces a more fulminant and more severe disability than that 306 

found in PD patients undergoing STN DBS surgery. Furthermore, the acuteness of 307 

MPTP intoxication raises the concern that its effect might subside over time, thereby 308 

not replicating the sleep impairments seen in PD. In our model, beta activity and its 309 

relationship with the vigilance cycle were stable across 26 recording days, apart from a 310 

decrease in GPe FP beta power to above-normal levels in the last few recording days. 311 

Sleep quality improved in the last days of recording, but stayed significantly lower 312 

than pre-intoxication levels. Possible contributing factors to this improvement might 313 

be partial resolution of the MPTP effect on the dopaminergic system or on other 314 

neuro-modulatory system over time (41) and our chronic administration of L-DOPA 315 

that might have had long-term effects (42).  316 

Concerning the molecular mechanisms eliciting insomnia in our model and in 317 

idiopathic PD, we cannot rule out the possibility that MPTP insomnia is caused by a 318 

different mechanism than PD insomnia. Our use of MPTP may have resulted in toxic 319 

injury to other brain structures orchestrating sleep (43) or the circadian rhythm (44) 320 

that are not severely affected in idiopathic PD. Inversely, PD insomnia might be 321 

mediated by the degeneration of cell groups that are spared by MPTP intoxication, 322 

such as the orexin neurons (45). However, the similarity between the sleep disorders 323 

reported here and in other works using MPTP monkeys (31, 32), and the sleep 324 

disorders in idiopathic PD (5), does suggest that the process mediating insomnia may 325 
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be common to PD and MPTP intoxication (i.e., the degeneration of substantia nigra 326 

pars compacta dopaminergic neurons (14) and other brain monoaminergic neurons). 327 

Further, the fact that the sleep symptoms in the idiopathic disease respond to 328 

treatments that decrease BG beta activity (26–28) offers support to the hypothesis that 329 

the pathophysiological pathways for PD insomnia and MPTP insomnia are at least 330 

partially overlapping. 331 

 332 

Beta oscillations are different than sleep spindles 333 

An overlap exists between the frequency ranges of beta oscillations and sleep spindles 334 

that are prevalent in normal NREM sleep (46, 47). It is possible that normal or 335 

pathological sleep spindle activity was detected by our methods as beta activity. 336 

However, beta activity in our data exhibited two features that do not classically 337 

characterize sleep spindles. First, both normal and Parkinsonian beta episodes had 338 

significantly shorter durations and higher frequencies of occurrence compared to 339 

cortical sleep spindles in primates (Fig. 2G, H and 3D) (47). Second, BG and cortical 340 

beta oscillations in the Parkinsonian monkey were similarly prevalent during sleep and 341 

during wakefulness. In contrast, in the normal monkey they were relatively weak 342 

regardless of the vigilance cycle (Fig. 2E, F and 3B, C). This would not be expected 343 

from sleep spindles, a hallmark of NREM sleep (46). 344 

 345 

Cortico-BG beta oscillations may contribute to insomnia in Parkinsonism 346 

Although the mechanism of beta generation and propagation through the cortex and 347 

BG in Parkinsonism is still debated (48), evidence shows that the BG are an important 348 

hub for the generation of beta oscillations (49). Waking BG beta oscillatory output is 349 

hypothesized to disrupt cortical computation in PD (17), possibly contributing to the 350 
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waking symptoms of the disease (50). The BG output structures (GPi and substantia 351 

nigra pars reticulata, SNr) target a number of thalamic nuclei that innervate the frontal 352 

cortex where slow oscillations emerge during sleep (38). Thus, similar to wakefulness, 353 

synchronized beta oscillations from the BG could be transmitted to cortical areas, 354 

disrupting the generation or propagation of cortical slow oscillations during NREM 355 

sleep and contributing to insomnia. This putative mechanism is congruent with the 356 

observation that increased BG beta power is associated with a decrease in cortical slow 357 

oscillation (Fig. 5G-J), that beta activity increases prior to awakening (Fig. 6A-C) and 358 

correlates with the severity of insomnia (Fig. 6E, F) and that SO power falls upon 359 

awakening (Fig. 6D). Remarkably, STN DBS, which has been shown to reduce beta 360 

oscillation (51), is associated with an improvement in subjective sleep quality (27) and 361 

reductions in insomnia and sleep fragmentation in PD (27, 28). Finally, a dual BG 362 

involvement in sleep homeostasis and motor control was recently supported by a work 363 

showing that GAD2 neurons in the SNr promote sleep generation, possibly through 364 

their projections to various monoaminergic nuclei orchestrating the vigilance cycle 365 

(52). 366 

 367 

Additional possible factors contributing to PD insomnia 368 

Although this work provides strong correlational links between beta oscillations and 369 

insomnia in Parkinsonism, this correlation does not imply causation. Insomnia in 370 

idiopathic PD may result from a host of other factors such as an underlying 371 

neurodegenerative process affecting brainstem or hypothalamic sleep/wake centers 372 

(11, 12), PD medical treatment (3, 4) or comorbid situations including depression (13), 373 

restless leg syndrome and nocturia (14). Even if insomnia does originate from a BG 374 

pathology subsequent to dopaminergic denervation, it might not be a direct 375 
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consequence of beta oscillation. Rather, it could result from PD motor symptoms (5) 376 

such as muscle rigidity. This setting, where beta oscillations might only serve as a 377 

surrogate marker for disease severity, could possibly be reflected in the correlation 378 

found here between the degree of insomnia and beta power. However, in our data, 379 

there was no association between muscle rigidity and beta activity in the EEG or in the 380 

BG, or between muscle rigidity and sleep quality. Additionally, in a study that 381 

assessed the effect of nocturnal DBS on PD patients, the number of body position 382 

changes during sleep was similar before and on stimulation (27). These findings 383 

suggest that insomnia in our model, and generally in PD, cannot be attributed solely to 384 

the persistence of motor symptoms into sleep. 385 

 386 

Conclusions 387 

In the MPTP-treated Parkinsonian monkey, NREM sleep beta oscillations were 388 

associated with reduced cortical slow oscillations, increased before spontaneous 389 

awakening and correlated with the degree of insomnia. Thus, beta oscillations may be 390 

used as a marker for both the waking motor and sleep-related symptoms of PD. Phase-391 

specific brain stimulation was recently shown to either augment or suppress brain 392 

oscillations (53, 54). Thus, future closed-loop adaptive DBS therapy for PD aimed at 393 

suppressing NREM beta oscillations and augmenting slow oscillations by phase 394 

specific stimulation could be helpful in the control of insomnia in PD.  395 
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Methods 396 

All experimental protocols were conducted in accordance with the National Institute of 397 

Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and with the Hebrew 398 

University guidelines for the use and care of laboratory animals in research. The 399 

experiments were supervised by the institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of 400 

the Faculty of Medicine, the Hebrew University. The Hebrew University is an 401 

internationally accredited institute of the Association for Assessment and 402 

Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC).  403 

The following subsections are to be found in the SI appendix Methods section: 404 

Animals, sleep habituation and surgery; MPTP intoxication; Polysomnography and 405 

sleep staging; Electrophysiological Recordings and Data Collection; Synchronization 406 

analysis; Beta episode analysis; Coherence analysis and EMG tone analysis. 407 

 408 

Analysis of sleep measures 409 

For each recording night a number of sleep architecture measures were obtained. Sleep 410 

onset was defined as the start of the first bout of at least 40 seconds that the monkey 411 

spent in NREM or REM sleep. The time to sleep onset was defined as the time elapsed 412 

since the monkey was left in the dark recording chamber to sleep onset. Wakefulness 413 

after sleep onset (WASO) was calculated as the total waking time after sleep onset, 414 

divided by the total length of all classified epochs. A bout of consolidated NREM 415 

sleep/SWS was defined as a stretch of at least 40 seconds of NREM sleep/SWS. 416 

Finally, the frequency of awakenings per hour was calculated as the number of 417 

transitions from any sleep stage to a period of wakefulness lasting at least 30 seconds, 418 

throughout the night, divided by the total recording time in hours. Using various 419 

higher and lower duration thresholds provided similar results.  420 
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For each night, each aforementioned sleep measure was normalized to the 0 to 1 range 421 

by dividing by the range delineated by the minimal and maximal value of the sleep 422 

measure across all normal and MPTP nights (after subtraction of the minimal value). 423 

Then, the sleep quality score for that night was obtained in the following manner: 424 

Sleep Quality Score = (normalized consolidated NREM sleep + 1-normalized time to 425 

sleep onset + 1-normalized awakening frequency + 1-normalized WASO)/4 426 

The sleep quality score ranged from 0 to 1, increasing as NREM sleep became more 427 

abundant and as the time to sleep onset, awakening frequency and WASO decreased. 428 

 429 

Power spectrum analysis 430 

Each neuronal unit's recording time was divided into 10-second epochs corresponding 431 

to the sleep staging epochs. We conducted a spectral analysis of the FP and the spiking 432 

activity recorded in the vicinity of each of the analyzed neurons. The raw signal 433 

(hardware filtration, 0.075 Hz-10 kHz, sampling at 44 kHz) was digitally bandpass 434 

filtered using a zero-phase Butterworth filter (0.1-300 Hz, bandstop at 0.05 and 350 435 

Hz for FP; 300-6,000 Hz, bandstop at 200 and 6,500 Hz for spiking) and down-436 

sampled to 1,375 samples/s (FP) or to 11,000 samples/s (spiking). Spiking traces were 437 

further full-wave rectified, and all the real-time detected (high-amplitude) spikes, 438 

which represent the firing of a single proximal neuron, were removed to obtain a less 439 

biased representation of the multi-unit signal. Spike removal was done by automated 440 

detection and replacement of spike waveforms with white noise generated as a random 441 

vector of numbers with a mean identical to the 10-second epoch average voltage and a 442 

range between one-half a standard deviation (of the entire voltage trace from which 443 

spikes were removed) below and above the mean. In roughly one third of the recording 444 

sites, across BG structures and recording days, a high-power, narrow band peak 445 
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(mostly 0.34 Hz at its base) appeared at ~17.5 Hz in the FP spectrum. Due to the 446 

extremely narrow frequency band characterizing it and its resemblance to higher 447 

frequency artifactual peaks (i.e., at 50 Hz), these recordings were filtered with a 448 

narrow band Butterworth notch filter prior to further analysis. FP and spiking signals, 449 

post filtration, were converted to z-scores.  450 

Power spectra for both FP and spiking signals were obtained using 16,384 (FP) or 451 

131,072 (spiking) FFT point Hamming windows, yielding a frequency resolution of 452 

0.084 Hz. The relative power at each frequency was then calculated by division of the 453 

entire spectrum by the overall power in the range of 0.1-40 Hz. 454 

For each FP/spiking recording site, beta power was calculated in relation to the power 455 

in two adjacent frequency ranges. First, a 5-point Gaussian kernel was used to smooth 456 

the average power spectrum. Next, a beta peak was detected in the 11-15 Hz range, 457 

and the average power 3 Hz around it was calculated. The choice of the 11-15 Hz 458 

range was motivated by the observation that in the vast majority of cells, pathological 459 

beta power was concentrated within these bounds. Further, it guaranteed that the 3-Hz 460 

segment around the peak would be within the 10-17 Hz range. The power in the left 461 

flanking frequency range was the average power 2 Hz around a similarly detected 462 

trough in the 6-10 Hz range, and the power in the right flanking frequency range was 463 

set to be the average power at 20-25 Hz. Beta power was calculated as the average 464 

power around the beta peak minus the average power across both flanks (SI appendix, 465 

Fig. S6). A spiking/FP location was considered as exhibiting beta activity if its beta 466 

power exceeded a predefined threshold (different for spiking and FP, constant across 467 

structures and between normal and MPTP data).  468 

In addition, for each recorded neuron we calculated the firing rate power spectrum: for 469 

each 10-second epoch, a firing rate vector was calculated based on the detected action 470 
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potentials from that neuron, in 5-ms non-overlapping bins. The per-epoch firing rate 471 

power spectrum was obtained from the firing rate signal. 472 

 473 

Beta to slow oscillation correlation analysis 474 

For the analysis of beta and slow oscillations during NREM sleep in the FP/spiking 475 

and EEG signals, all signals were filtered and normalized as described above. The only 476 

exception was for the power spectrum normalization of the EEG power, in which slow 477 

oscillations were detected. Instead of being normalized by division by total power, it 478 

was divided by the total power excluding the beta range. This was done to make sure 479 

that no artifactual negative correlations were detected due to the increase in EEG beta 480 

power that was concurrent with the increase in FP/spiking beta power. The correlation 481 

between BG and cortical activity was only calculated for BG sites (FP/spiking) that 482 

exhibited beta oscillations. For each site, the correlation coefficient between EEG 483 

beta/SO and BG beta was calculated over all 10-second epochs in which FP/spiking 484 

activity was recorded from that site. The results were similar across various other 485 

normalization methods. The analyses reported in Fig. 3-6 returned similar results when 486 

performed separately for each of the different EEG derivations examined. Therefore, 487 

data from the different EEG derivations are averaged in these figures. 488 

 489 

BG beta power and polysomnographic events 490 

To arrive at a measure of the average FP NREM sleep beta power across BG recording 491 

sites, the power in the beta range was first calculated for each NREM epoch in each FP 492 

recording site, as explained above. Next, the per-BG structure average beta power was 493 

calculated across all simultaneously recorded FP traces in the GPe, GPi or STN. The 494 

night was divided into overlapping periods lasting 25% of the total night length (100 495 
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seconds separating the onsets of two consecutive periods). The average NREM sleep 496 

BG beta power, as well as the percentage of NREM sleep and wakefulness, and the 497 

hourly awakening frequency, were calculated for each period. We chose to parcel the 498 

night into relatively long periods to increase the accuracy of the polysomnographic 499 

measure estimation. The use of overlapping periods allowed us to detect finer 500 

modulations of beta activity throughout the night. The analysis of longer and shorter 501 

period lengths resulted in similar results. Finally, all the recording periods obtained in 502 

a single night were assigned to six groups based on the NREM sleep beta power they 503 

exhibited, relative to the total range of beta power that night (the first group had the 504 

lowest average beta power and the sixth group had the highest). For each group, the 505 

average of the polysomnographic measures was calculated. Data from all nights and 506 

structures were pooled. 507 

The analysis of spiking activity was identical except that for the FP data, beta power 508 

was first averaged across all simultaneously recorded sites and then grouped. For the 509 

spiking data, beta power was not averaged across recording sites; rather the grouping 510 

was carried out for each recording site individually. The rationale behind this 511 

separation was that the FP is a highly correlated signal across the BG (as also shown in 512 

Fig. 4), whereas different cells could exhibit different levels of basal spiking beta 513 

power. A relatively higher spiking beta power for one recording location could be 514 

similar to a lower spiking beta power for a different location, and averaging these 515 

different levels together could potentially cancel out trends that would have been 516 

meaningful at the single spiking trace level. Thus, for spiking activity, the data were 517 

first assigned to beta power groups at the individual spiking trace level and only then 518 

averaged over all simultaneously recorded sites.  519 

 520 
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Statistics 521 

Analyses were conducted identically on the different neuronal assemblies. The data 522 

from the two monkeys were pooled since no significant differences were detected 523 

between them. A threshold of 0.05 was used to establish statistical significance. Non-524 

parametric statistical tests were used throughout this manuscript (The Mann-Whitney 525 

U test for two non-paired groups, the Wilcoxon signed rank test for two paired groups, 526 

and the Kruskal-Wallis H test for more than two groups). For multiple comparisons, 527 

the FDR correction (Benjamini-Hochberg procedure) was utilized. Analyses were 528 

performed using Matlab 2013a (Mathworks, MA, USA). Data, code and other 529 

materials are available from the Basal Ganglia data repository 530 

(basalganglia.huji.ac.il/links.htm).  531 

  532 
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Figure legends: 699 

Fig. 1 Parkinsonism introduces severe insomnia. (A) Primate PD motor score (range: 0 700 

to 12. Bradykinesia, tremor, rigidity and postural deficits were each assigned a score 701 

from 0 to 3, where 3 represents severe symptoms) for both monkeys, normal state 702 

(mean, 0.00 ± 0.00, n = 38 and n = 29 days for monkey 1 and 2, respectively) vs. after 703 

MPTP intoxication (monkey 1: mean ± s.e.m., 6.67 ± 0.13, n = 27 days. Monkey 2: 704 

mean, 6.19 ± 0.09, n = 18 days. P = 2.11X10
-14

 and P = 4.88X10
-11

, respectively, 705 

Mann-Whitney U test). (B-C) All-night hypnograms for exemplary normal (B) and 706 

MPTP (C) nights, monkey 1. (D) Relative proportions of different sleep stages 707 

(unclass., unclassified, corresponding to transitional states), out of the total recording 708 

time, over all nights and both monkeys. Color scale as in (B) and (C) (Normal 709 

monkey, n = 38 recording nights for monkey 1 and n = 29 for monkey 2. MPTP 710 

monkey, n = 13 recording nights for monkey 1 and n = 6 for monkey 2. Normal vs. 711 

MPTP, change in SWS, P = 6.71X10
-10

, N1/2, P = 0.030, wakefulness, P = 8.29X10
-8

, 712 

REM, P = 1.50X10
-4

, Unclassified, P = 7.60X10
-9

, Mann-Whitney U test). (E) Time to 713 

consolidated sleep onset (first sleep bout of length > 40 s), normal vs. MPTP, for both 714 

monkeys. *P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test. Each point represents one night, error bars 715 

represent s.e.m., black, monkey 1, gray, monkey 2. A single point in the MPTP bar (at 716 

86.17 min) is not included in this plot. (F) Percentage of consolidated NREM sleep out 717 

of all classified epochs. normal vs. MPTP. ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. (G) 718 

Awakening frequency, normal vs. MPTP. ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. (H) 719 

Wakefulness after sleep onset (WASO), in % of all classified epochs, normal vs. 720 

MPTP. ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. (I) Sleep quality score for the last 721 

normal recording days and MPTP recording days, for both monkeys. Sleep quality 722 

improved in the last five recording days relative to the first five days (0.67 vs. 0.37, P 723 
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= 0.016, but never reached pre-intoxication levels, 0.67 vs. 0.88, P = 6.67X10
-4

, Mann-724 

Whitney U test). (J) Average sleep quality score, normal vs. MPTP, for both monkeys. 725 

***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. Unless otherwise noted, the data are presented 726 

as averages in this and the subsequent figures.  727 
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Fig. 2 Parkinsonism is associated with an increase in beta oscillations in the basal 728 

ganglia during NREM sleep. (A-B) Typical field potential (FP, top) and concurrent 729 

spiking (bottom) recordings from a GPi electrode during NREM sleep in the normal 730 

monkey (A) and after MPTP intoxication (B). Horizontal bar, 0.5 s. Vertical bars, 50 731 

µV. Colored are segments of spiking slow oscillation (A, dark blue) and beta 732 

oscillation (B, light blue), and their concurrent FP segments. (C) FP power spectra for 733 

GPe (red), GPi (blue) and STN (green), during NREM sleep, normal (dark traces) vs. 734 

MPTP (light traces). Shading represents s.e.m. Inset, the proportion of FP recording 735 

sites exhibiting beta activity, averaged across four different thresholds (see Methods). 736 

For the entire figure, n = 305, 172 and 94 sites recorded during NREM sleep (FP and 737 

spiking) for the normal GPe, GPi, and STN, respectively (of which n = 161, 61 and 63 738 

were obtained from monkey 1, and the rest from monkey 2). n = 211, 51 and 43 for the 739 

GPe, GPi, and STN, respectively, during MPTP intoxication (of which n = 154, 15 and 740 

20 were obtained from monkey 1, and the rest from monkey 2). (D) Spiking power 741 

spectra for GPe, GPi and STN, normal vs. MPTP. Shading and inset as in (C). (E) 742 

NREM sleep and wakefulness FP beta power (normalized by subtraction of the 743 

average power in the flanking frequency ranges), normal (dark boxplots) vs. MPTP 744 

(light boxplots), GPe, GPi and STN, ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. Black line 745 

represents the median, boxes represent the 25-75 percentiles and whiskers denote the 746 

10 and 90 percentiles. n = 271, 160 and 79 sites recorded during wakefulness (FP and 747 

spiking) for the normal GPe, GPi, and STN, respectively (of which n = 129, 50 and 53 748 

were obtained from monkey 1, and the rest from monkey 2). n = 209, 50 and 44 for the 749 

GPe, GPi, and STN, respectively, during wakefulness following MPTP intoxication 750 

(of which n = 152, 13 and 20 were obtained from monkey 1, and the rest from monkey 751 

2). For the GPe and STN, MPTP wakefulness vs. NREM, non-significant. (F) NREM 752 
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sleep and wakefulness spiking beta power, normal vs. MPTP, GPe, GPi and STN, *P 753 

< 0.05, ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. For the GPe, MPTP wakefulness vs. 754 

NREM, non-significant. (G) NREM sleep FP beta episode probability, beta episode 755 

duration (upper inset) and beta episode frequency (lower inset), normal vs. MPTP, 756 

GPe, GPi and STN, ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. (H) NREM sleep spiking 757 

beta episode probability, beta episode duration and beta episode frequency, normal vs. 758 

MPTP, GPe, GPi and STN, **P < 0.005, ***P < 0.0001, n.s., non-significant, Mann-759 

Whitney U test. 760 

  761 
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Figure 3 Parkinsonism is associated with an increase in beta oscillations in the 762 

cerebral cortex during NREM sleep. (A) Examples of central EEG (C1) activity during 763 

normal NREM sleep (top, notice the predominant slow oscillatory activity), and 764 

during Parkinsonian NREM sleep (bottom, where beta activity is more prominent). 765 

Horizontal bar, 0.5 s. Vertical bars, 50 µV. (B) Power spectra of scalp EEG (average 766 

over frontal, central and occipital electrodes ipsilateral to BG electrodes) during 767 

NREM sleep and wakefulness, normal vs. MPTP nights. Pale shading represents 768 

s.e.m. n = 67 and 19 nights for the normal and MPTP recordings, respectively. (C) 769 

NREM sleep and wakefulness EEG beta power (normalized as previously) for both 770 

conditions and sleep stages, **P < 0.005, ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. 771 

During MPTP, NREM beta power was not significantly different from the 772 

wakefulness beta power, Wilcoxon signed rank test. (D) NREM sleep EEG beta 773 

episode probability, beta episode duration (upper inset) and beta episode frequency 774 

(lower inset), normal vs. MPTP, ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. 775 

  776 
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Figure 4 Beta oscillations during NREM sleep are coherent within and between the 777 

BG and cerebral cortex. (A-B) Examples of field potential (FP, A) and spiking activity 778 

(B) recorded simultaneously by two microelectrodes in the GPi during Parkinsonian 779 

NREM sleep. Horizontal bar, 0.5 s (A) or 0.25 s (B). Vertical bars, 50 µV. Spiking 780 

traces represent 1 s. (C-D) Coherence of simultaneously recorded FP (C) and spiking 781 

(D) in the BG during NREM sleep in the Parkinsonian monkey. Dashed lines represent 782 

the same recording sites, with time-shifted FP/spiking traces. Pale shading represents 783 

s.e.m. For FP and spiking coherence, n = 278, 85 and 26 paired recordings for the 784 

GPe, GPi and STN, respectively. Inset, area under the curve (AUC) evaluated for the 785 

beta range (10-17 Hz), the baseline being the average 20-40 Hz range coherence, non-786 

shifted (left boxes) vs. shifted data (right boxes). ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U 787 

test. (E) FP-spiking coherence for the MPTP data vs. shifted data, conventions and 788 

inset as in (C) and (D). For the GPe, GPi and STN, respectively, n = 211, 51 and 43 789 

recordings. (F) Coherence between ipsilateral EEG electrodes during Parkinsonian 790 

NREM sleep, relative to shifted data (n = 19 nights). Inset, AUC as before. **P < 791 

0.005, ***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. (G-H) Coherence between averaged 792 

ipsilateral EEG and BG FP (G) or spiking (H) activity during Parkinsonian NREM 793 

sleep. Dashed lines represent the coherence spectra between shifted data. Insets, AUC 794 

for the non-shifted and shifted data, as previously.  795 
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Figure 5 The increase in beta activity in the BG is correlated with a decrease in BG 796 

and cortical slow oscillatory activity. (A) Power spectra of firing rates recorded during 797 

NREM sleep in the normal (dark traces) and MPTP monkey (light traces), GPe (red), 798 

GPi (blue) and STN (green). Error bars represent s.e.m. Normal, n = 305, 172 and 94 799 

neurons for GPe, GPi and STN, respectively. MPTP, n = 211, 51 and 43 for GPe, GPi 800 

and STN, respectively. (B) Average NREM sleep firing rate 0.1-1 Hz relative power, 801 

for each BG nucleus, across recording nights, normal vs. MPTP monkey. *P < 0.05, 802 

***P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. (C) Bilateral frontal, central and occipital EEG 803 

power spectra in the normal (dark trace, n = 67 nights) and MPTP monkey (light trace, 804 

n = 19 nights). (D) Average EEG slow oscillation (SO, 0.1-2 Hz) relative power 805 

during NREM sleep, across recording nights, normal vs. MPTP monkey. *P < 0.05, 806 

Mann-Whitney U test. (E-F) Firing rate slow oscillation power for the different nuclei 807 

of the BG, divided into four quartiles by the degree of FP (E) or spiking (F) beta 808 

power recorded by the same electrode in the same neuronal site. As beta activity 809 

became stronger, firing rate slow oscillatory activity decreased. Colored traces 810 

represent recording sites from the GPe (red), GPi (blue) and STN (green). Purple bars 811 

represent the average across all recording nights from all BG nuclei. Error bars 812 

represent s.e.m. (G) Example scatter plots depicting the correlation between BG FP 813 

beta power and EEG SO power during NREM sleep following MPTP intoxication, 814 

GPe (red), GPi (blue) and STN (green). Each point represents one 10 s NREM sleep 815 

epoch. (H) Average Pearson's correlation coefficients between BG FP beta power and 816 

EEG SO activity, for all the sites and units exhibiting a significant correlation with the 817 

EEG SO (white, percent out of all sites and units exhibiting beta activity), n = 72, 28 818 

and 8 sites for GPe, GPi and STN, respectively. A single point in the STN bar (at 0.53) 819 

is not included in this plot. (I) Same as (G), only for the correlation between BG 820 
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spiking beta power and EEG SO power. (J) Same as (H), only for Pearson's correlation 821 

coefficients between BG spiking beta power and EEG SO activity. n = 11, 5 and 2 822 

sites.   823 
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Figure 6 BG beta activity rises before spontaneous awakening and correlates with the 824 

severity of insomnia in Parkinsonism. (A) FP beta power in the GPe (red), GPi (blue) 825 

and STN (green) during NREM sleep decreases as sleep deepens, is relatively low 826 

during SWS, and increases steadily before awakening (dashed red line), when it 827 

plateaus. Shading represents s.e.m. Numbers of recording sites as in Fig. 2. SWS beta 828 

power was lower than the beta power in the first NREM epoch after falling asleep for 829 

GPe and STN, lower than the average N1/2 beta power (all BG structures), and lower 830 

than the beta power 10 s before wake-up, for GPe. For STN, the beta power 40 s after 831 

falling asleep was lower than 10 s before wake-up. For all structures, the beta power 832 

was not significantly different for any one of the wakefulness points, Kruskal-Wallis 833 

H test, P > 0.05. For all structures, the average post-awakening beta power was greater 834 

than the beta power during SWS and greater than the beta power 40 s after falling 835 

asleep. Unless stated otherwise, the statistical test used for all comparisons was the 836 

Mann-Whitney U test, and all P < 0.05. (B) Same as (A), only for FP beta episode 837 

probability. All statistical relationships in (A) also hold for the beta probability, except 838 

for the relationship between the first NREM sleep epoch and SWS, which was true for 839 

GPe and GPi, and the N1/2 vs. SWS comparison, which was not significant for STN. 840 

(C) Same as (A-B), only for FP-EEG beta range coherence. In the GPe, SWS beta 841 

coherence was lower than beta coherence for the first NREM epoch, lower than beta 842 

coherence for the average of the last three epochs before awakening and lower than 843 

N1/2 beta coherence. In the STN, the beta coherence 10 s before awakening was 844 

greater than the SWS beta coherence. For all structures, the beta coherence was not 845 

significantly different for any one of the wakefulness points, Kruskal-Wallis H test, P 846 

> 0.05. For GPi, the average post-awakening beta coherence was greater than during 847 

SWS and 40 s before awakening. (D) EEG SO power during NREM sleep increases as 848 
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sleep deepens, is relatively high during SWS and before awakening, and decreases 849 

abruptly after awakening, when it plateaus. SWS SO power was greater than SO 850 

power in the first NREM epoch after falling asleep, N1/2 SO power and post-851 

awakening SO power. EEG SO power was not significantly different for any of the 40 852 

s to 10 s points before awakening, and was not significantly different for any one of 853 

the wakefulness points, Kruskal-Wallis H test, P > 0.05. Finally, the average EEG SO 854 

power 20 s and 30 s after awakening was significantly lower than the average EEG SO 855 

power 40 s to 10 s before awakening. 856 

(E) Increased FP NREM sleep beta power in the BG correlates with poorer sleep. Left, 857 

NREM sleep (% out of all classified epochs), middle, wakefulness (%), right, hourly 858 

awakening frequency. Shading represents s.e.m. Beta power levels are shown on the x 859 

axis as sixths of the total beta range recorded for each night, to enable comparisons 860 

between nights. Lowest vs. highest normalized beta power group, for the MPTP 861 

monkey, NREM sleep percentage was lower for the highest beta group, and both 862 

wakefulness percentage and awakening frequency were higher for the highest beta 863 

group, for all structures except wakefulness percentage for STN (P < 0.05, Mann-864 

Whitney U test). (F) Same as (E), only for spiking beta power. Lowest vs. highest 865 

normalized beta power group, for the MPTP monkey, NREM sleep percentage was 866 

lower for the highest beta group, and both wakefulness percentage and awakening 867 

frequency were higher for the highest beta group, for GPe and STN only (P < 0.001, 868 

Mann-Whitney U test). 869 
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